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MUN Represents El Salvador at HMUN
      by Rain Ji '19
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On Monday, January 21, the 
entire Gunnery community 
participated in various 
activities on- and 
off-campus to celebrate 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. 
On-campus activities 
included writing to 
legislators, watching the 
movie 13th, and making 
cards for children in need. 
Students who went off 
campus participated in 
programs like collecting 
items for a local shelter and 
working on a mural at Judy 
Black Memorial Park and 
Gardens in the Depot as part 
of Washington Gives. 

Washington Gives is a day of 
service organized by the 
town of Washington, Conn, 

that aims to honor MLK?s 
life. The idea of Washington 
Gives is to ?empower 
individuals, strengthen 
communities, bridge 
barriers, create solutions to 
social problems, and move 
us closer to Dr. King?s vision 
of a ?Beloved Community?.? 
Many local businesses and 
non-profit groups, as well as 
schools and individuals, 
participated in Washington 
Gives, The Gunnery 
included. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. was 
born in 1929 in Atlanta. He 
entered Morehouse College 
at age 15, having skipped 
ninth and eleventh grades. 
He was raised by parents 
who shared the desires and 

wishes he would later fight 
for. His father was a pastor 
who fought against racial 
prejudice ?not just because 
his race suffered, but 
because he considered 
racism and segregation to be 
an affront to God?s will.?

Martin Luther King, Jr. 
founded the Southern 
Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) in 1957 
along with other ministers 
and civil rights activists to 
?harness the moral authority 
and organizing power of 
black churches.? The SCLC 
held non-violent protests to 
promote civil rights reform 
and worked to enfranchise 
black voters in a variety of 
ways. The SCLC also give 

On Thursday, January 24, The 
Gunnery Model United Nations 
club traveled to Boston to compete 
and participate in the annual 
Harvard Model United Nations 
(HMUN) conference, representing 
El Salvador. This is the club?s 
fourth year attending a prestigious 
conference and third time 
attending HMUN. Last year, the 
team traveled to Washington D.C. 
to compete in the North American 
Invitational Model United Nations 
Conference (NAIMUN) hosted by 
Georgetown University. This year, 
the team decided to return to 
Harvard mainly because of its 
dedication to social impact and to 
make MUN a familiar concept to 
rookies.
According to Harvard MUN 
website?s mission statement, ?the 
mission of this conference has 
always been to foster a 
constructive debate on complex 
global issues, and empower young 
leaders.? This year, the conference?s 
theme was Leadership In Action, 
which was evident from the choice 
of speaker at the opening 
ceremony. 

The Gunnery MUN team worked 
relentlessly to represent El 
Salvador?s position and they 
proposed solutions through 
debate, negotiation and the 
drafting of working papers and 
resolutions. The conference 
required intense concentration 
throughout, since HMUN is one 
of the most prestigious high 
school MUN conferences in 
America. Indeed, Harvard 
University has always been the 
pioneer in hosting global-minded 
conferences, from when it hosted 
the first annual model League of 
Nations in 1927 to the first model 
United Nations conference in 
1953. 

The Gunnery MUN club did not 
officially become a club until 2015, 
when it was founded by a group of 
students from various grades, 
including the current seniors in 
the club, Wyatt Cicarelli ?19 and 
Rain Ji ?19. Nevertheless, The 
Gunnery has sent representative to 
participate in various MUN 
meetings around the state from 
1960s to 1990s. The cocurricular 
option of MUN during winter 
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The Super Bowl is one of the 
most important US sporting 
events .

At the Mercedes-Benz 
Stadium in Atlanta on 
February 3, 2019, Super 
Bowl LIII was played 
between the New England 
Patriots and the Los Angeles 
Rams. The Patriots defeated 
the Rams by the score of 

13?3, the lowest-scoring 
Super Bowl in history.  

Super Bowl LIII had a few 
other firsts in addition to 
being the Super Bowl with 
the lowest score ever. It was 
the first Super Bowl with no 
touchdowns scored by either 
team in the first three 
quarters. Additionally, this 
year?s Super Bowl was joined 

by Quinton Peron and 
Napoleon Jinnies, who were 
the first male cheerleaders to 
perform at any major U.S. 
sporting event. One of the 
cameramen, Scott Winer, 
was the first openly gay male 
to film the Super Bowl. 
Since the Super Bowl 
occurred over Head's 
Weekend, many got to enjoy 
it with family and friends. 
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King a base of operation through the 
South and allowed him to gain fame 
and recognition on a national platform. 

King played a central role in the 
creation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, both 
of which were significant for the 
advancement of desegregation and 
racial equality. 

He wrote ?Letter from Birmingham Jail? 
in April 1963, an open letter that 
defends nonviolent resistance to racism 
and says all people have moral 
responsibilities to take action against 
unjust laws. In this widely published 
letter, he wrote the famous line, 

?Injustice anywhere is a threat to 
justice everywhere.? 
In August 1963, he delivered his famous 
?I Have a Dream? speech from the steps 
of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. to more than 250,000 civil rights 
supporters taking part in the March on 
Washington for Jobs and Freedom. This 
speech, which called for civil and 
economic rights and an end to 
segregation and racism in America, 
became a defining moment of the civil 
rights movement of the 1960s. 

MLK was named Man of the Year by 

Time magazine in 1963, and in 1964, he 
won the Nobel Peace Prize ?for his 
dynamic leadership of the Civil Rights 
movement and steadfast commitment 
to achieving racial justice through 
nonviolent action.? Four years later, in 
1968, he was assassinated on the 
balcony of his hotel room in Memphis, 
Tenn. 

For the past few years, The Gunnery has 
designated Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
as a Day of Service. This year The 
Gunnery partnered with Washington 
Gives as well as organized on-campus 
activities. This has been the tradition of 
recent years, and it is viewed by faculty 
and students alike as an opportunity to 
come together and give back to various 
communities in a variety of ways. 

Despite MLK Day being a celebrated 
day across America and at The 
Gunnery, neither used to be the case. In 
1983, President Ronald Reagan signed 
into law a bill creating Martin Luther 
King Jr. Day, a federal holiday to 
celebrate MLK?s life?s work. The holiday 
was first celebrated in 1986, but wasn?t 
recognized immediately recognized in 
all 50 states. Connecticut was among 
the states that didn?t initially accept the 
day as a holiday - it wasn?t celebrated 
here until 2000. 

And at The Gunnery, designating MLK 
Day as a school-wide Day of Service is a 
recent development. In an issue of The 
Highlander from February 1994, an 
article titled ?Why all the Talk about 
Martin Luther King Jr. Day?? was 
published. The writer, John A. Kaloidis 
?95, described the controversy 
surrounding the celebration of MLK 
Day at The Gunnery, and said, ?I feel 
that The Gunnery has the right not to 
celebrate Martin Luther King?s birthday, 
just as they don?t celebrate other 
national holiday. However, I do feel that 
the school has that obligation as a 
learning institution to do so.? 

Another student, Roni Shasho ?94, 
provided a second opinion in the same 
article. He noted a USA Today episode 
from January 17, 1993 that included an 
interview with Senator Harris Wofford, 
an aide to Martin Luther King Jr. and 
JFK. In the episode, Wofford ?was asked 
about what King would say to the 
holiday. ?He would be angry if he found 
out that this holiday, the holiday in his 
memory, was a day off instead of a day 
on. A day of reaction instead of a day of 
action. A day of just talk and no deeds.??
In 2004, The Gunnery hosted Wilfred 
Rembert, a black artist who was active 
in the Civil Rights Movement of the 

1960s, for MLK Day. Kevin Lind ?04 
reflected on hearing Rembert and 
celebrating MLK Day in an article titled 
?A Story To Remember,? published in an 
issue of The Highlander from January 
28, 2004. ?Martin Luther King Day 
usually comes and goes on this campus 
without much attention paid to it. We 
never have the opportunity to give the 
day away, and I don?t remember if we 
ever before had a performance like we 
did last Monday in its honor. It was nice 
to finally recognize such a symbolic day 
in our nation?s history but what really 
made it nice for me, significantly more 
than anything else, was Winfred 
Rembert.? 

According to Lind, 2004 was the first 
time The Gunnery truly 
commemorated MLK Day with special 
programming. However, it was still ?a 
day of just talk and no deeds.?  Since 
then, MLK Day at The Gunnery has 
evolved into a dedicated day of service, 
something, in Wofford?s opinion, MLK 
would be proud of. 

term was established in 2015 with the 
hope that participating students could 
develop a deep understanding of 
diplomacy and various international 
issues in the increasingly globalized 
world. This year marks the fourth year 
of the MUN club and co-curricular at 
The Gunnery. Though the program is 
still relatively young and inexperienced 
in comparison with other established 
teams at the school, the group has made 
steady progress in past years. 

The conference was intensive. From 
Thursday to Sunday, each committee 
met for roughly eight hours every day 
with short lunch and dinner breaks. 
Moreover, in the specialized agency 
Syrian Cabinet 2020, which Rain Ji ?19 
was part of as the Iranian ambassador 
to Syria, there were midnight crises on 
some evenings. Midnight crises are 
exactly what they sound like. They 
occur without the delegate knowing 
they?re coming, and last from midnight 
until 4 a.m. Although exhausting, 
midnight crises mirror what would 
actually occur in a cabinet or the UN 

Security Council. 

Other members of the club represented 
El Salvador in different General 
Assemblies of United Nations. Jolie 
Kaplan ?20 and Alex Hinkel ?21 
participated in Legal Committee, in 
which they discussed the legal status of 
stateless individuals. In their position 
paper, a prewritten essay that outlines 
the country?s official stance on the issue, 
Hinkel wrote, ?in 2013, a law which 
allowed El Salvadoran citizens to vote 
from abroad was passed in order to 
facilitate these individuals with a simple 
way to practice their right of voting 
from outside the country. El Salvador 
urges all member states of the United 
Nations to do the same and allow their 
citizens abroad to be regular 
participants of their country?s political 
affairs.? 

In addition to topics related to human 
rights issues, environmental concerns 
are also the center of debate at HMUN. 
Erica Zhang ?20 was part of the United 
Nations Environment Programme and 

she debated issues pertinent to illicit 
trafficking of marine wildlife. Zhang 
proposed ?trans-organizational 
collaboration with the assist from 
United Nations of Drugs and Crimes 
(UNODC) on the intersection of sea 
territories? in order to resolve the issue. 
She wrote, ?In order to regulate the 
transit section of illicit trafficking, the 
countries should always check 
commercial fleets and report to the UN 
if there are any endangered marine 
species that listed by the CITES? in her 
position paper. 

Wyatt Cicarelli ?19 represented El 
Salvador in the Economic and Financial 
Committee, which focused on rights of 
laborers. Cicarelli stressed the 
viewpoint of El Salvador in his position 
paper, saying, ?El Salvador would like to 
work with other Central American 
countries in order to establish a 
working group to make the future the 
best it can be for out citizens. El 
Salvador would provide a stable 
framework for labor laws that provide 
safe working conditions and reasonable 

hours that are able to be enforced 
countrywide.? 

After the group returned, in an 
anonymous feedback survey, one 
student wrote, ?It [HMUN] was 
amazing. I enjoyed the kindness in my 
committee. I made a few friends that I 
still talk to.? 

Expressing similar sentiments, another 

student wrote, ?My favorite part 
about MUN has to be going to 
Boston for the conference. The 
reason is that I was able to learn 
more about the world and the 
problems that are ha
ppening. Also, I stepped out of my 
comfort zone by talking to 
different students from all over 
the world.? 

MUN Represents El Salvador at HMUN
      by Rain Ji '19

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors Spend Time Off Campus on Class Trips
      by Juliette Gaggini '20

Each year, the Freshmen go on a 
three-day class trip to Lake Placid, and 
the Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors 
have a day trip centered around team 
building and strengthening class bonds. 
This year, the Sophomore, Junior and 
Senior class trips were held on Monday, 
January 28, all exploring different 
places, and the Freshmen were in Lake 
Placid from Sunday, January 27 to 
Monday, January 29.

The Freshman class, along with the 
eight Prefects, embarked on their 

illustrious trip to Lake Placid, N.Y. on 
Sunday, January 27, and returned on 
Tuesday, January 29. The Freshman 
Lake Placid trip has been a Gunnery 
tradition for 24 years, and many 
four-year seniors recall the Lake Placid 
trip as one of their best Gunnery 
memories. 

This year?s Freshman class enjoyed a 
number of fun activities during their 
time in the snowy Adirondack 
Mountains. They began their trip off 
with an early departure from campus 

on Sunday morning, arriving in Lake 
Placid at 4 p.m. After getting settled 
into the hotel, they enjoyed Mr. Mike?s 
Pizza for dinner, and after, they had the 
option to go skating at the Olympic 
Oval or to enjoy some pool and leisure 
time back at the hotel. 

Monday was a busy day at Whiteface 
Mountain, where freshmen could ski, 
snowboard or snowshoe. That night, 
the group enjoyed dinner at Simply 
Gourmet/Dack Shack and spent the rest 
of the night exploring the town of Lake 

Placid, ice skating and hanging out in 
the hotel. The trip came to an end on 
Tuesday morning, with a departure 
back to school at 6 a.m. to beat 
incoming snow.  

The Sophomores traveled to It 
Adventure Indoor Ropes Course in 
New Haven, Conn. After having fun on 
the ropes course, the students traveled 
to Shake Shack for lunch, immediately 
followed by roller blading at Roller 
Magic Waterbury Skating Center. 
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  A periodical published by The Gunnery, The 
Highlander is dedicated to providing 
information, commentary and entertainment 
to the school community. Articles and 
editorials by the staff reflect the opinions of 
the individual writer on the newspaper staff; 
contributions reflect the opinion of the 
individual contributor. The newspaper does 
not presume to represent the opinions of The 
Gunnery's administration. The Highlander 
seeks to give voice to a broad range of 
perspectives and invites contributions from all 
members of the community. 

   

 
Dear Gunnery community,

We hope that The Highlander can and 
will be a platform for anyone at The Gunnery to 
make their voice heard on any issue, whether it's 
a current world event or the dress code. 
Following last year's revamp of the layout and 
increase in production and distribution, we 
hope to continue improving our newspaper. We 
urge you all to submit articles, creative writing 
pieces, poems, editorials, or any other written 
work, as well as photographs and art pieces. If 
you have an interest in continued contribution, 
we encourage you to join The Highlander as a 
contributing writer (or photographer), which 
you can do by joining the club. 

If you have any questions or work you 
would like to submit, please contact the editors: 
Maddie Aitken '19 (19aitkenm@gunnery.org) 
and Rain Ji '19 (19jiy@gunnery.org.) 

Sincerely,

Maddie and Rain

Did You Know? 
The Science Building is listed on the state records as 
one of the finest examples of the ?Brutalism? style of 
architecture extant in Connecticut. 

PHOTO and FACT courtesy of Joey Lin '19.

Like what you see?                   Join us!
The Highlander is a club as well as a class, and we are 
always looking for new members. Consider joining 
us! We want WRITERS, ARTISTS, 
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND GRAPHIC DESIGNERS. 

If you enjoy or are interested in writing, learning 
about people and their stories and/or following 
current events and world affairs, you should consider 
becoming a contributing writer. We also need 
students who like photography, art and graphic 
design. 

Interested students should contact Maddie Aitken '19 
(19aitkenm@gunnery.org) and attend a club meeting.

We meet every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. 
in Tisch 12.

From Government Shutdown to National Emergency
by Maddie Aitken '19

On February 15, President Trump, 
speaking from the Rose Garden at 
the White House, declared a 
national emergency so he can secure 
the funding he needs to build a wall 
at the U.S.-Mexico border. 

?We don?t control our own 
border. We?re going to confront 
the national security crisis on 
our southern border and we?re 
going to do it - one way or the 
other we have to do it.?
This national emergency comes on 
the heels of the government 
shutdown President Trump declared 
on December 22, and kept going 
until January 25. It was the longest 
government shutdown in American 
history. He shut down the 
government because his demands 
for $5.7 billion to fund the 
construction of a border wall 
between Mexico and the U.S. were 
not approved by Congress. 

President Trump ended the 
shutdown on January 25, thus 
reopening the government, but only 
until February 15. That three week 
window was all the time the Senate 
and the House had to come up with 
a compromise that would satisfy 
Democrats, Republicans, and 
President Trump. The deal was for 
them to come up with a plan by 
then, or President Trump would 
shut down the government again.

On February 15, when the 
bipartisan budget deal Congress 
created was presented to President 
Trump, he signed it, which means 
there will not be another 
government shutdown. However, the 
deal does not include adequate 
funding for President Trump?s wall, 
which is what caused him to declare 
a national emergency, as he 
threatened many times since the 
shutdown. 

Presidents can declare national 
emergencies as they see fit, which 
can be problematic, because there is 
no widely accepted idea of what 
actually constitutes a national 
emergency. When the U.S. faces 
significant issues, it is up to the 
sitting president to decide whether 
the issue is a national emergency. If 
they believe it is, they can declare a 
national emergency, which is what 
President Trump did.

The national emergency allows 
President Trump access to Pentagon 
funds that are earmarked but have 
no signed contracts. He would be 
able to pull from military 
construction funds and civil works 
projects, including projects for 
infrastructure repairs. Using various 
avenues, he could collect the $5.7 
billion he was requesting for the 
border wall. In a national 
emergency, presidents do have to 
notify Congress of where they?re 
pulling money from, but they don?t 
need approval from Congress to 
actually take the money, which 

means President Trump is 
essentially on his own.

It is yet to be seen where the 
national emergency will take us, but 
the effects of the government 
shutdown were colossal.

Government shutdowns occur when 
the House, Senate and president 
can?t agree on a spending plan for 
proposed legislation. There have 
been 20 previous government 
shutdowns, but this shutdown, 
which lasted 35 days, is the longest 
ever. 

During shutdowns, the parts of the 
government that are deemed 
?non-essential? are shut down until a 
funding agreement is reached. In 
this shutdown, the federal 
departments that were affected 
included Homeland Security, Justice, 
Agriculture, Treasury, State, Interior, 
Transportation, Commerce and 
Housing and Urban Development.

This means there were 800,000 
federal workers that were 
furloughed or forced to work 
without pay. The length of the 
shutdown meant that most federal 
employees missed two paychecks, 
and the sad reality is that many of 
these workers live paycheck to 
paycheck. So when the government 
was shut down and they weren?t 
being paid - regardless of whether 
they still had to go to work or not - 
many people were put in desperate 
situations. 

IRS employee Horatio Fenton said 

?I don?t know where the next 
paycheck is coming from. I 
have a mortgage. I have 
regular, everyday expenses, so 
I?m very concerned right now.?
Single mom Leisyka Lee, who has 
worked for the Bureau of Land 
Management for 17 years, shared 
Fenton?s sentiments, saying, 

?I live paycheck to paycheck. I 
earn a living wage when I 
work. I love my job, and I just 
want to get back to work.?
President Trump took no heed to 
these vast numbers of affected 
people across the nation, despite the 
fact that many of the people affected 
supported him during his 2016 
campaign and first two years in 
office. Significant numbers of 
Trump?s votes came from people in 
rural areas across the country, and in 
the past two years, most have 
continued to support him, but the 
government shutdown has caused 
many rural farmers to lose loans, 
payments and other services, and 
they are reporting this has pushed 
their support to a breaking point, 
which may not bode well for 
President Trump in the 2020 
election. 

In Georgia, a pecan farmer was 
unable to buy his first orchard 

because the local Farm Service 
Agency office that would have been 
in charge of his loan application was 
shut down. And there is a small 
dairy farm in upstate New York that 
is on the brink of ruin, run by a 
couple that is on the brink of 
bankruptcy. They?ve accumulated 
$350,000 in debt after 31 of their 
cows died of pneumonia, and their 
last chance was an emergency 
federal farm loan, but the 
government shutdown meant they 
can?t get their money. 

Jeff Witte, president of the National 
Association of State Departments of 
Agriculture and New Mexico?s 
agriculture secretary said, ?You had 
farmers who were in the process of 
closing a loan or getting an 
operating loan. Now there?s nobody 
there to service those.?

The shutdown ended on January 25, 
when President Trump eventually 
agreed to Congress? proposal to 
temporarily reopen closed 
government agencies, even though 
he had not, and still has not, 
received the funding he was asking 
for. Even though the shutdown is 
over, its effects are still being widely 
felt. 

Federal agencies are still reeling and 
trying to get back into the swing of 
work. The shutdown caused court 
cases to be frozen, sidelined 
investigations (including into the 
one into Facebook?s data security 
practices), curtailed drug reviews 
and food safety inspections and 
made the IRS fall behind on 
preparations to handle the millions 
of tax returns that have started 
coming in with the start of tax filing 
season at the end of January, to 
name a few examples. 

One of the most visible symbols of 
the shutdown was the damage at 
national parks. National parks 
across the country were left 
unstaffed because of the shutdown, 
and as a result, members of the 
public vandalized the parks, 
including leave human excrement 
and toilet paper on trailers. At 
Joshua Tree National Park in 
southern California, trees were cut 
down by visitors to make way for off 
road vehicles. 

President Trump has received 
backlash about the shutdown from 
both Democrats and Republicans. 
Democrats, as well as those directly 
affected by the shutdown, criticized 
him for shutting down the 
government, especially because of 
the length of the shutdown and the 
number of federal employees 
affected. Senator Jon Tester, a 
Democratic member of Congress 
from Montana, said, ?He shut it 
down. Was it worth it? It?s the most 
stupid shutdown I?ve ever seen in 
my life...Let?s hope there can be 
honest negotiations, not moving the 
goalposts.?

Tensions are high on the right side, 
too, but for the opposite reason. 
Conservatives are bashing President 
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by Emma Smith '22
(Continued from A1) Young Frankenstein to Premiere February 21

The Gunnery Drama Society will 
present Young Frankenstein, a musical 
written by Mel Brooks and Thomas 
Meehan for their winter production. 

Young Frankenstein will run from 
February 21 to February 23 in the 
Lemcke Theater of the Emerson 
Performing Arts Center. This will 
be the last performance in EPAC before 
they move over to the Thomas Perkins 
Arts and Community Center. 

Young Frankenstein was first a movie 
about Frankenstein?s grandson 
becoming a real Frankenstein, 
becoming integrated into the family 
and of course, making a monster. Now 
in the musical, it has become even 
funnier with song and dance. 

The Drama Society has made a few 

changes in order to make Young 
Frankenstein special. They got new 
microphones for everyone, so the songs 
in the musical can sound even better. 
Additionally, Young Frankenstein will 
have a live band, which includes Cody 
Moore ?19 on the saxophone. Right 
now, the stage crew is working on 
building the set pieces and backdrops as 
well as setting everything up for the 
right scene at the right time. 

The show includes a talented and 
hilarious cast. Everyone is excited about 
the production this winter, and the cast 
and stage crew had only good things to 
say about the production. Charles 
Devos ?20, one of the stage crew 
members, said, ?Practice is very fun 
and energetic, the musical is coming 
along pretty well and I enjoy it.? 

There are many new freshmen joining 

the cast and crew for this production. 
Kyra Briggs ?22, who will be singing and 
dancing as part of the ensemble, said, 
?At first I wasn?t a fan of the show, but 
I?ve made a lot of friends throughout 
the process and have started to enjoy 
bonding with the cast.? She is excited 
that Young Frankenstein will be her 
first Gunnery production. 

Another freshman, Kate O?Farrell ?22, 
said ?I wasn?t sure what to expect when 
I signed up for stage crew and I didn?t 
know very many members of the cast 
but now I do and I love going to play 
practice. I really enjoy play practice and 
spending time with everybody.? 

Although rehearsals are going well, the 
production hasn?t gone entirely 
smoothly. Travis Powell ?20 said, 
?learning lines? was one of his 
challenges in the musical this year. Even 

though there have been struggles, the 
cast really is working hard to improve 
their performance. However, the cast 
reported some days it can be very 
hectic. Isabel Martin ?20 said, some 
days, ?It?s crazy.?
Everyone in the Gunnery community is 
waiting in anticipation for opening 
night to see the show. Lilly O?Farrell ?22, 
who?s not involved in the musical, said, 
?Yes, I am very excited to see what the 
cast is going to put on. It is a great cast, 
but the stage crew is the best.? 

The Gunnery Drama Society 
encourages all students, faculty, family 
and friends to see Young Frankenstein 
on February 21, February 22 and 
February 23. All performances are at at 
7 p.m. 

Meals are a significant part of our life. 
At home, maybe you order take out, or 
your parents cook something for you to 
eat, but at The Gunnery, we rely heavily 
on the Dining Hall. It prepares us three 
meals a day from Monday to Saturday, 
and brunch and dinner on Sundays. 
Currently, the FLIK dining company 
provides services for The Gunnery. 

FLIK?s slogan is ?nourishing a brighter 
future.? We were able to sit down with 
JR Wilson, the Dining Hall supervisor, 
who has been working for FLIK since 
August 2017. Before coming to The 
Gunnery at the same time, he worked 

for Rumsey Hall School for around 20 
years. Mr. Wilson has been in the food 
service industry for over 43 years. At 
The Gunnery, he oversees the 
operations of the entire Dining Hall, as 
well as the Cafe on the Green. 

According to Mr. Wilson, FLIK does not 
have a standard menu. Instead, each 
school has its own menu based on the 
likes and dislikes of the students. In 
addition to the school?s preferences, 
budgetary concerns and feedback from 
the student body are also taken into 
account. ?We try to build our menu 
around sustainable and local products,? 

said Mr. Wilson. ?Most of our products 
come from Sardilli Company (Hartford, 
Conn.), and they source a lot of local 
farms.? 
The Dining Hall started buying 
products from Sardilli beginning last 
June. In 2018 alone, The Gunnery 
purchased 3577 pounds of locally 
grown products. The Sardilli Produce & 
Dairy has been around since 1955 in 
Southington, Conn. Even though most 
people take the Dining Hall for granted, 
the truth is the staff works extremely 
hard on a daily basis to make sure that 
we are properly  fed. They have to 

balance the menu; prepare main 
courses, soups, and desserts, in addition 
to setting up the salad bar; and clean 
dishes and silverware. 

Although many students have 
developed friendships with some of the 
Dining Hall staff, there are a lot of 
people that work behind the scenes. In 
an effort to connect students with the 
Dining Hall staff, The Highlander spoke 
with a few members of the staff. 

Tom has worked at the dining hall for five 
and a half years. He lived in Chicago and 
Southbury, Conn. He loves Hawaiian pizza 
and enjoys the sense of camaraderie among 
the staff. 

Ronny began working at the school over 
a year ago. He?s a native of Waterbury, 
Conn., he enjoys Chinese stir fry. 
Although he is relatively new to the 
campus, he feels satisfied feeding 
students. 

Mark has worked at The Gunnery for the 
past six years, and he is originally from 
Bethlehem, Conn. He enjoys tater tots in 
the Dining Hall, and his favorite part of 
The Gunnery is the students. 

Shenel has been working at The 
Gunnery for eight years and is 
originally from Long Beach, Calif. Her 
favorite Dining Hall food is the green 
spinach soup and she loves working in 
the Dining Hall because of the 
students.

by Rain Ji '19 

Where Does Our Food Come From? And Who Prepares It?

PHOTOS by Rain Ji '19. 

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors Spend Time Off Campus on Class Trips
      by Juliette Gaggini '20

The Junior class went to New York City 
for the day, where they enjoyed various 
fun destinations across the concrete 
jungle. Upon arriving, the class of 95 
split into eight groups, each with a 
chaperone, and ate lunch at different 
restaurants. After lunch, the groups 
took turns between exploring the city 
and going in an Escape Room. Groups 
walked around Times Square, went 
shopping and visited Bryant Park. 

The Senior class spent the day Chelsea 
Piers in Stamford, Conn., where they 
played fun games such as trampoline 
dodgeball, Hungry Hungry Hippos and 
giant Jenga. They also were able to go 
ice skating and play on the basketball 
courts, soccer fields and volleyball 
courts. After their departure from 
Chelsea Piers, they enjoyed an early 
dinner at Buffalo Wild Wings. 

Class trips are a longstanding Gunnery 

tradition that the school takes great 
pride in. Although there are many 
class bonding experiences on campus 
throughout the year, it is always fun to 
travel and share memorable moments 
with classmates outside of the school. 

(Continued from A2)

PHOTO by Rain Ji '19, featuring seniors at Chelsea Piers.
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This season the Girls Varsity Hockey 
Team is in a ?transition year,? because 
they lost nine players and gained twelve 
new ones. While this has been difficult, 
the team has been working hard to 
mesh as a cohesive group and succeed. 
Last year, nine seniors graduated, and 
this year, there are twelve new players 
in addition to nine returning players. 
?No team is ever the same year to year 
because personnel changes but we are 
at the beginning of a program rebuild. 
Nine of the twenty one players on the 
team are freshmen or sophomores who 
are playing roles on the team and 
getting better,? said Ms. Goldsmith, 
Head Girls Varsity Hockey Coach.

Coach Goldsmith has also experienced 
some of her own struggles. Last year 
was her first year coaching at The 
Gunnery, and she had to transition 
from coaching a club team to coaching 
a prep school team. ?This season is 
different [from last season] because I 
better know what to expect of the 
schedule. I came from coaching a 75+ 
game season with my club team. In 
prep we play roughly 30 games.? 

As a coach, Coach Goldsmith sees the 
benefits of a prep school schedule as 
opposed to a club team schedule. ?With 
our schedule, every game means 
something and it is much more like the 
college game in that way. I think it is a 
ton of fun and there is something really 
special about the girls playing for pride 
in their school.?

Because of the many new players, 
Coach Goldsmith has been especially 
focused on working on team bonding 
this year. Ms. Leclerc and Ms. Ruscz has 
led the team in a series of bonding 
activities that Coach Goldsmith thinks 
?really helped us get on the same page 
about our identity.? 

?After that, there was a noticeable 
difference in how the team prepared for 
games. Those sorts of activities also 
help a team build trust which is so 
important,? said Coach Goldsmith. This 
team bonding helps players become 
?more comfortable in their own skin,? 
she added.

Leah Coley ?22 said, ?Being a freshman 
and the youngest player on the team is a 
big challenge because when you are the 
youngest sometimes people don?t want 
to listen to you, which is okay because 
in a couple of years I will be a senior 
with younger freshman on the team. 
For now I just really have to step up and 
know my place on the team.? 

Coley thinks the team building has 
definitely helped the Girls Varsity 
Hockey team. She says, ?We are 
certainly a much more mature team. 
We had a lot of new faces who are now 
a little more comfortable in their own 
skin. Some of the returning players 
have gained more confidence playing 
bigger roles this season compared to 
last season. Even within the season, we 
have had girls play different positions 
and fulfill different roles, because of 
those experiences we are a better team.? 

Despite being a new freshman herself, 
Coley recognizes the reality of 
transition years and the work necessary 
to create a team that understands each 
other and can work together. ?Although 
we have not had the results we sought 
out for, we have learned a ton and I am 
confident it will benefit us over the next 
couple of seasons. Athletes have to go 
through certain experiences to grow. I 
am excited to see how our group 
continues to progress. They make it a 
ton of fun to go to work every day.? 

Coach Goldsmith, who currently plays 
for the Connecticut Whale, a 
professional women's ice hockey team 
based in Stamford, Conn. that is one of 
the four charter franchises of the 
National Women's Hockey League 
(NWHL), has noticed how currently 
being a player on a team herself has 
helped her be a better coach. ?Being a 
part of the Whale has definitely helped 
me in my coaching. It gives me another 
venue to learn from other people such 
as my coaches and my teammates, 
many of whom also coach.?

She said it?s common for coaches to 
forget what it?s like to be a player and be 
in the player?s mindset, but because of 
the Whale, ?I also am able to put myself 
back in my players? shoes, which is a 
pretty unique experience...A lot of 
coaching is continually looking for 
different ways to motivate players so 
being back in a player?s shoes allows me 
to be closer to that experience.?

On Coach Goldsmith, Coley said ?She 
knows what to talk about in between 
periods and she?s been through it all 

herself, so she knows how to handle all 
different situations that we come 
across.?

In the past, Coach Goldsmith has 
coached other teams, including 
Plymouth State and the Northern 
Cyclones, and coaching at The 
Gunnery has definitely been a new 
experience for her. ?At The Gunnery 
there is a better balance between work 
and life. Additionally, I love getting to 
interact with my players to different 
capacities. I love going to watch them 
do cool things like play in a band or 
play another sport. I love that our 
community supports each other. And as 
a coach, I have so many resources 
between all of the other coaches and 
educators on campus,? said Coach 
Goldsmith. 

The Girls Varsity Hockey Team has two 
regular season games left, and on 
February 16, the team celebrated senior 
day with a home game against 
Canterbury that resulted in a 2-1 win in 
overtime, with the game-winning goal 
scored by Savannah Popick ?20 in 

A Dream Signing Becomes a Nightmare Ending
by Harry Sutton '20 

Girls Varsity Hockey Looks Back on the 2018-2019 Season as a "Transition Year"
      by Emma Smith '22

(Continued from A1)

Cardiff City F.C. shocked the world of 
soccer in the 2017-18 season by 
finishing second in the EFL 
Championship, gaining promotion to 
the top flight of English soccer for the 
first time since 2014. 

In 2016, they were crumbling at the 
bottom of the second division table, 
likely to face a further drop to the third 
league. But then Neil Warnock was 
appointed as manager, and transformed 
the Welsh team into a side that was 
ready to take on the best teams in 
England. In the summer of 2018, 
Cardiff brought in six new players, 
spending almost £28,000,000 on 
additions to the team. They splashed 
the cash and were determined that they 
could compete in the new league, 
harboring high ambitions.

Flash forward to 25 games into the 
season, and Cardiff City is facing the 
likelihood of relegation. The bluebirds 
have only won six of their games, and 
have allowed 46 goals, only scoring 22. 
Even with the £27,800,000 spent over 
the summer, the attack was not doing 
enough - the team was averaging less 
than one goal per game. Desperate for a 

goalscorer to rely on, Warnock turned 
to the fourth highest goalscorer in 
Ligue 1, the first division of France, 
Emiliano Sala. Cardiff City broke their 
transfer fee record, agreeing on a 
£15,000,000 fee for Sala of FC Nantes. 

Sala was an easy choice to target for 
Warnock. He had been the top 
goalscorer on FC Nantes for the last 
three years, and the Argentine had 
expressed interest in joining Cardiff. He 
was recognized as a large and powerful 
striker, quite a handful for defenders. 
He relished the opportunity of quick 
counterattacks and has received praise 
for his work rates and eye for goal.

Sala completed a medical examination 
in Wales, returned to Nantes on the 
January 19 to say goodbye to 
teammates and collect his belongings, 
and intended to return to Cardiff on 
January 21 for his first training session 
with his new club. 

However, on January 22, when Sala?s 
flight back to Cardiff hadn?t been 
reported successful, suspicions started 
that the goalscoring specialist may be in 
danger. The likelihood was that the 
Argentine?s plane had crashed for an 

unknown reason, and by January 22, 
Channel Islands Air Search said there 
was ?no hope? of finding any survivors 
in the water, due to risks of 
hypothermia and fatigue.

Sala called those close to him when he 
found out that the plane was risk. In it, 
he said, ?I don't know if they are going 
to send someone to look for me because 
they cannot find me, but you will 
know...Dad, I'm scared!?

An underwater search for the aircraft 
began on February 3, and the wreckage 
was discovered 207 feet underwater, 
with a body visibly onboard. It was 
Sala?s, found on February 7. 

Tragedy is a rare occurrence in soccer, 
but when it happens the football world 
joins together to support. In Sala?s case, 
soccer fans from around the world were 
united both in the fight to find him and 
in the mourning of his loss. A similar 
event occurred in 2016, when the 
Brazilian club Chapecoense?s plane 
crashed. Almost all players and staff 
were killed, and the world came 
together to support the side as much as 
they could. Sala?s situation was no 
different. 

Argentine legends such as Lionel Messi, 
Gonzalo Higuain, Sergio Kun Aguero 
and Diego Maradona financially fueled 
the search for Sala; Argentina?s 
president ordered a request for the 
British government to conduct a formal 
search for him; 65,000 people signed an 
online petition for his search; and over 
£280,000 were raised on a GoFundMe 
campaign. 

The world pushed as hard as they could 
to find the 28 year-old, but when the 
bad news came they still showed their 
compassion. FC Nantes retired Sala?s 
jersey number, and football teams and 
fans around the world paid tribute to 
the striker in various ways, such as 
holding moments of silence before their 
games. The loss shook the entire 
footballing world. While these 
heartbreaking events happen only 
rarely in football, it is clear to see that in 
a sport that relies on competitiveness 
and determination, compassion and 
care can break through the cracks.

PHOTO courtesy of The Gunnery. The 2018-2019 Varsity Girls Hockey team.

PHOTOS by Rain Ji '19. 
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The Evolution of Venezuela From the 1950s to the Present Day
by Ike Bennet '21 

Over the course of half a century, what 
was once the wealthiest country in Latin 
America has become a hotbed of 
corruption, violence and humanitarian 
crises. 

Venezuela?s journey from being 
top-dog to being a borderline 
failed state is one that spans half 
a century of corruption, oil, 
narcotics and political upheaval. 
Now, as President Maduro stands off 
against the rest of the world with Russia 
and China by his side, it?s important to 
understand how Venezuela became 
what it is today. 

Oil has been known to exist in 
Venezuela since long before European 
colonists arrived there. However, its 
most remarked economic impact 
occurred in the 1970s. On October 6, 
1973, the Yom Kippur War, also known 
as the Six-Day War, began between a 
coalition of Arab states led by Egypt 
and Syria against US-backed Israel. 
These Arab states included Saudi 
Arabia, Iran, Iraq, United Arab 
Emirates and Kuwait, which today 
make up half of the top ten global 
producers of oil. 

In response to western powers? support 
of their enemy, these states and the 
group they belonged to, OAPEC 
(Organization of Arab Petroleum 
Exporting Countries), placed an 
embargo on oil, targeting the U.K., the 
U.S., Canada, Japan and the 
Netherlands. Over the course of six 
months, the price of oil increased by 
400 percent, before the embargo was 
lifted in March of 1974. Simultaneously, 
Venezuela flourished, its revenue 
increasing at the same rate as oil prices. 
For the next few years, Venezuela 
enjoyed a golden age as one of the 
world?s wealthiest countries. But 
calamity lurked just below the surface. 

Venezuela?s economic success was 
short-lived. Because of the billions of 
dollars that the oil crisis provided, 
Venezuela gradually began shifting 
focus away from other sectors of their 
economy, namely industry, which 
decreased from 50 to 26 percent of 
Venezuela?s GDP. Simultaneously, the 
nationalization of oil-birthed 
corruption in the Venezuelan 
government, as politicians funneled oil 
profits to their personal accounts, 
compounding their focus on the oil 
industry that lined their pockets. When 
the oil crisis ended, oil prices collapsed 
and inflation sank its teeth into the 
economy. The effect of inflation was 
magnified by Venezuela?s reliance on 
oil, causing rates as high as 84 percent 
in 1989 and 100 percent in 1996. 
Inflation hit Venezuela?s banks hard, 
forcing the flailing and corrupt 
government to bail them out, at a cost 
the equivalent of 12 billion U.S. dollars.

Venezuela?s abrupt economic collapse 
provoked political unrest in its 
dissatisfied citizens. In 1992, a military 
commander, Hugo Chávez, unofficially 
supported by the Russian-backed 
Cuban government, attempted a coup 
against the largely unpopular 

government. However, the coup failed, 
and Chávez surrendered on public 
television, promoting him to the 
international spotlight and into the 
focus of his countrymen, beginning his 
career as a politician.

Chávez was jailed for his rebellion. 
However, the president he contested 
was impeached for corruption, adding 
legitimacy to Chávez?s efforts. The new 
president, Rafael Caldera, was 
somewhat sympathetic to Chávez?s 
cause, causing him to pardon the 
revolutionary after two years in prison. 
Subsequently, Chávez toured Latin 
America, spending time with the 
terrorist group FARC in Colombia as 
well as befriending the communist 
revolutionary Fidel Castro in Cuba. 
Chávez returned to Venezuela critical of 
Caldera?s neoliberal policies. He 
garnered the support of the lower and 
middle classes through promises of 
beneficial policy, to which the desperate 
and impoverished growing majority of 
citizens were especially receptive. In 
fact, 66% of citizens suffered from 
poverty in 1995, up from 36% in 1984. 
In 1998, Chávez won the presidential 
election, receiving 56% of the votes.

Two years after Chávez?s appointment, 
oil prices surged, providing Venezuela 
with economic power comparable to 
that which it held in the 1970s. The 
results could not have been more 
different. Since ascending to power, 
Chávez had set about appointing 
like-minded individuals and former 
military buddies to various positions of 
power and abolishing constitutional 
checks and balances in the Venezuelan 
government. 

He also increased the power of the 
sitting president by introducing both 
six-year and consecutive terms. This 
came as part of a new constitution he 
passed that drew criticism for easing 
abuse of power. When the economy 
surged, he sought to increase 
governmental control over the oil 
industry and began using the funds as a 
piggy bank for his social programs, 
causing corruption and overspending 
that led to increased inflation rates. To 
ensure the people?s support Chávez 
began polarizing the population, calling 
out anyone who questioned him. This 
included, but was not limited to, various 
forms of media, the Catholic church 
(note that Venezuela was, and still is, 
majority Catholic), business leaders and 
even the middle class. His tactics were 
embodied by this quote: "Come out to 
the street and look at me! The more dirt 
you throw at me, the more I'll throw at 
you. That is who I am."

Chávez drove a wedge not just between 
citizens of Venezuela, but also between 
Venezuela and western powers. The 
government under Chávez alienated the 
United States while associating itself 
closely with Cuba. Schools began 
issuing Cuban textbooks that amounted 
to propaganda for the regime, and 
Venezuela began supplying oil to Cuba 
at cheaper rates. Chávez also 
condemned the United States? response 
to the September 11 attacks, showing 
pictures of Afghan children and 
comparing the US presence in 

Afghanistan to terrorism. Chávez?s 
presidency drove a divide between his 
country and the United States at a time 
during which the U.S. were frantically 
reevaluating their relationship with 
other powers.

In 2005, Chávez openly embraced 
socialism, inviting ?all Venezuelans to 
march together on the path of socialism 
of the new century" because "it's 
impossible for capitalism to achieve our 
goals, nor is it possible to search for an 
intermediate way." More than a year 
later, Chávez was elected to a third term 
with 63 percent of the vote. 

In 2007, Chávez sought to amend the 
constitution he had passed nearly a 
decade earlier. The amendments 
included progressive policies geared 
toward helping the workforce, 
specifically for sexual and racial 
minorities. Among these policies, 
however, Chávez sought to once more 
increase his power by trying to allow 
the president to serve seven-year terms, 
to serve an indefinite number of terms, 
and to declare unlimited states of 
emergency. Unfortunately for Chávez, 
the proposal was narrowly defeated 51 
percent to 49 percent.

Desperate to extend his time in power, 
Chávez attempted once again, in 2009, 
to abolish term limits, this time for all 
public offices. He succeeded, earning 54 
percent of the vote with a voter turnout 
20 percent higher than that for his 2007 
amendments. Five years later, Chávez 
was elected to a fourth presidential term 
by the narrowest margin yet. 

The opposition party accused him of 
misusing government funds to 
campaign, but the complaints were 
largely ignored. By this time, Chávez?s 
health had declined severely, to the 
point that he was unable to attend his 
own inauguration. Less than two 
months after his inauguration was 
supposed to take place, Chávez died of 
cancer. Vice President Nicolás Maduro 
ascended to power, awaiting a snap 
election to determine the next president 
of the spiraling country.

Nicolás Maduro was fifty-one years old 
when his predecessor died. A high 
school drop out with little education, 
Maduro is an example of the effect of 
rampant corruption in Venezuela. In 
1986, Maduro, then a leftist militant, 
traveled to Cuba for a one-year course 
in politics taught by a communist 
group. During this time he was 
personally mentored by a senior 
member of the Cuban government, a 
communist with close ties to Castro. 

Upon returning to Venezuela, Maduro 
was allegedly tasked with associating 
himself closely with Chávez, who was at 
this time finding success in the military. 
Maduro was to sow seeds of communist 
thought and report back to Cuba. When 
Chávez was jailed for attempting a 
coup, Maduro was instrumental in 
freeing him. As recompense, Maduro 
was appointed by Chávez as Minister of 
Foreign Affairs in 2006, despite his 
complete lack of experience and 
inability to speak a single foreign 
language. His relationship with Chávez 
only grew from then.

In 2011, before Maduro was appointed 
Vice President, Chávez, having recently 
learned of his cancer, privately 
expressed his desire that Maduro 
succeed him in the case of his death. 
Chávez officially appointed Maduro 
Vice President in 2013, shortly after his 
electoral victory. On April 14, 2013, 
Maduro narrowly won a snap election 
and became president. Since then, any 
authoritarian streak in the Venezuelan 
government has increased tenfold. 

In 2013, a mere six months after his 
election, Maduro was granted the power 
to rule by decree, which allows Maduro 
to pass legislation without any debate or 
deliberation, similar to a dictator or 
monarch. He has also doubled down on 
Chávez?s suppression of free press and 
political opposition, having ordered the 
torture of 31 political opponents since 
2014 as well as the arrest of 12,800 
protesters, some taken from their 
homes without warrants. 

In terms of policy, Maduro has 
attempted to confront the many 
problems Venezuela faces. He relies 
primarily on the Venezuelan armed 
forces, not just to maintain power but 
for domestic issues as well. In May of 
2013, Maduro deployed thousands of 
soldiers in various locations across the 
country to combat high homicide rates. 
Venezuela claims this plan has reduced 
homicide by 55 percent, but in truth the 
rate has only increased since its 
implementation. In terms of Venezuela?s 
economy, many have claimed that 
Maduro focuses on the public?s image of 
Venezuela?s economy, not the economy 
itself. Publicly, Maduro has blamed 
capitalism and an international 
conspiracy against Venezuela for 
economic retardation. 

Like Chávez before him, Maduro also 
casts blame on the United States for 
damaging Venezuela?s economy and 
international image, going so far as to 
force an ?anti-imperialist day? on 
Venezuela?s schools, during which 
teachers were to collect signatures to 
denounce then-President Barack 
Obama?s declaration that Venezuela was 
a threat to national security.

Above all else, Venezuela under Maduro 
has faced unprecedented and rampant 
corruption. Not only has Venezuela 
allegedly received funding from the 
terrorist group Hezbollah and the 
Syrian government, but two nephews of 
Maduro were arrested by the DEA 
(Drug Enforcement Administration) in 
2016 with over 800 kilograms of cocaine 
after arriving in a Haitian airport. They 
reportedly flew out of a terminal in 
Venezuela reserved for government 
officials, tying the crime back to the 
government. 

Maduro himself was named ?2016 Man 
of the Year in Organized Crime and 
Corruption? by the Organized Crime 
and Corruption Reporting Project 
(OCCRP), an international NGO that 
said it ?chose Maduro for the global 
award on the strength of his corrupt 
and oppressive reign, so rife with 
mismanagement that citizens of his 
oil-rich nation are literally starving and 
begging for medicines.? OCCRP further 
explained their choice, declaring that 
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?as murder and crime in Venezuela has 
skyrocketed and political oppression 
has intensified, the president and his 
inner circle, including wife Cilia Flores, 
have extracted millions from state 
coffers to cover the patronage that 
keeps him in power.?

So why has Venezuela been at the center 
of the international spotlight as of late? 
Well, once again, corruption has caught 
the attention of governments and 
individuals around the world. 

The accumulation of Maduro?s 
efforts to consolidate power won 
him Venezuela?s 2018 election 
with a supposed 65 percent of the 
vote. Recently, the LIMA group, 
made up of diplomats from 
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru and St. 

Lucia, met and declared the 
election flawed, requesting 
Maduro give up power until 
another election can be held. 
This meeting has dragged the issue of 
Venezuelan corruption all the way to 
the UN.

Having been allied closely with Cuba 
for decades, Venezuela is associated 
with Russia and China as well. Both 
countries have loaned billions in aid to 
Venezuela, and both countries 
recognize Maduro as president. As such, 
Venezuela has become a proxy for 
economic competition by China and 
Russia against western powers. 

The United States, the United Kingdom, 
France, Spain, Austria, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, Poland, the Czech 
Republic, Belgium, Estonia, Sweden and 
the previously mentioned LIMA group 
have all recognized the Venezuelan 
politician Juan Guiado as the interim 
president of Venezuela, until a proper 
election can take place. On January 26, 

2019 U.S. Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo declared to the UN, ?Now it is 
time for every other nation to pick a 
side. No more delays, no more games. 
Either you stand with the forces of 
freedom, or you're in league with 
Maduro and his mayhem.? 

Tensions have been steadily rising. 
According to a Venezuelan economist 
and lawmaker, a Russian Boeing 777 
landed at the airport of Venezuela?s 
capital city, Caracas, on January 30, 
where it was loaded with 20 tons of gold 
bars before departing to an unknown 
destination. Both Russia and Venezuela 
deny the existence of this plane, but 
many believe Maduro is taking 
government funds out of the country in 
case things go south for him. On 
February 3, President Trump 
announced that military action in 
Venezuela was still on the table, less 
than a week after National Security 
advisor John Bolton flashed a notebook 
indicating the possibility of the 
deployment of five thousand US troops 
to Venezuela. This appeared to be 
accidental, but may have been a threat 

to the Venezuelan president. 

In response to Trump?s announcement, 
Maduro warned the White House 
would be ?stained in blood? and 
predicted a ?repeat of Vietnam? if the 
U.S. intervened. During the same 
interview, Maduro rejected calls to step 
down, saying, ?We don?t accept 
ultimatums from anyone. I refuse to call 
for elections now ? there will be 
elections in 2024. We don?t care what 
Europe says.? 

With talk of violence increasing, 
support for Guiado growing, Russia and 
China sticking by Venezuela and 
Venezuelan citizens continuing to 
suffer, it remains to be seen what will 
happen. Defusing the situation without 
violence would be ideal, but that 
outcome seems unlikely as of now. 
Regardless of what happens, Venezuela?s 
political and humanitarian crises have 
widened the divide between Russia, 
China and the United States. 

by Ike Bennet '21
(Continued from A6)

When Leinad wakes, the sun has 
already toasted his blanket very warm, 
so warm he wants to stay there for a bit 
longer, just a bit longer. He sits up, and 
tells the sun: I like you, thank you. He 
knows well that a day without the sun 
would make his head dizzy as if a mob 
of flies shift from one spot to another, 
making sounds of ?vmm, vmm.?

His phone rings. Annoyed, Leinad 
raises his foggy eyes softened by his 
sleep. Pushing the heavy blanket aside, 
he allows his feet to be on the wooden 
floor. First the big toe, then all five of 
the toes, half of the foot, then entire foot 
on the ground. The coldness of the 
ground licks his skin, he can feel it. He 
tiptoes to his little white desk with 
corners very pointy, not softened. 
Leinad has worried before that if he 
moves too carelessly, one of the 
rebellious corners would ?shhhh?, cut 
him, and leave him with a dark red 
wound.

He sees it?s Mom on the phone. He 
smiles, he knows, he knows the second 
when phone starts to ring. He might as 
well be a prophet for he knows so well 
about his future events. Do I answer it? 
He knows what Mom is gonna say. Go 
to your dad and tell him to sign this 
paper for your thing in Hong Kong. Buy 
him a little gift on the way. Bring your 
old SAT books to your cousins. She 
always tells me what to do. Like I am a 
part of her mind, her hand or 
something she owns to make her life 
more efficient, to reach her goals. She 
never asks me if I want to do it or not. If 
I show a little bit of annoyance, a little 
bit of anger, she says son you have no 
time! This is the time for you to put 
yourself into your study, to grind. So 
you can relax after you go to college, 
find a job. Mom wants you to be a 
knowledgeable, profound person. 
Otherwise you would be lazy and selfish 
like your father. If I disagree with her 

opinion, the phone call turns into an 
argument. If Leinad keeps refusing what 
she says, like I don?t want to be a Hong 
Kong resident, I just want to be at home 
for a day to relax after that 13 hour 
flight to Beijing, she yells, and her tears 
would not follow her will and leak 
down, making her sound like a loose 
tap that drips and drips. So he turns off 
his phone.

Just enjoy this tranquility, just feel the 
warmth of the specks of sunlight on 
your forehead, just stay here this 
second, you deserve it. The little birds 
are chirping outside, the breakfast cart 
people are enticing with their loud 
voices: ?Fried dough, dumplings, 
porridge.? Wouldn?t it be nice to grab 
some breakfast, take a big bite off of it, 
let the steaming hot bite of food roll on 
his tongue, while he sits on a little 
bench on the sidewalk. 

Wouldn?t it be nice if I end up in a 

library maze with sea of books, and I 
just sit there, on a seat next to the 
window, pretending to read, but really 
tracing people, following where they?re 
going. If I get tired, I'll lay on the coat 
on my uncomfortable, holy chair and 
continue the dream of being an 
amusement park builder along with 
Qiqi that I abandoned since childhood. 
What did I dream of, I could not 
remember. I think we have all kinds of 
crazy rides and food and expensive 
tickets. Dreaming, dreaming, eventually 
you lose control of your thoughts and 
fall into a pink madness, like a cotton 
candy. And it surrounds you, itches 
your skin, suffocates you. But you feel 
happy and content, and you swear to it 
like you do to your future girlfriend. I 
will never leave you until I die.

To be continued next issue...

by Daniel Wang  '21

 Leinad's Little Caprice

Literary Supplement

Trump for agreeing to end the 
shutdown without securing financial 
support for the border wall, because he 
promised he wouldn?t reopen the 
government without his demanded 
money. In a fiery tweet, Conservative 
pundit Ann Coulter said, ?Good news 
for George Herbert Walker Bush: As of 
today, he is no longer the biggest wimp 
ever to serve as President of the United 
States.?

President Trump was already in hot 
water on both sides, and now, with the 
declaration of a national emergency, 

there are even more people opposing 
him. California Senator and 2020 
presidential hopeful Kamala Harris 

said, ?We don?t need a wall. 
Instead, we should address the 
actual emergencies facing our 
country - everything from gun 
violence to the opioid crisis.? 
Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House, 
said, Republicans ?should have some 
dismay to the door that they are 

opening, the threshold they are 
crossing.?

Most Democrats in Congress agree with 
the sentiments delivered by Harris and 
Pelosi, and overall, the left side is united 
in their opposition of the border wall, 
especially because President Trump has 
called a national emergency to build it.

However, the Republicans are divided. 
Pennsylvania Senator Pat Toomey 
agrees with the Democrats. He said ?I 
never thought that was a good idea. I 
still don?t.? He also called for the matter 

to be ?resolved through the legislative 
process.? On the other hand, South 
Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham, who 
has been known to support President 
Trump?s decisions in the past, said, ?I 
think this is a political fight worth 
having.?

The way the funding and building of 
President Trump?s desired border wall 
will pan out remains to be seen, but the 
wall will undoubtedly have a significant 
impact on the U.S., especially with the 
2020 presidential elections approaching. 

by Maddie Aitken '19
(Continued from A3) From Government Shutdown to National Emergency

The Evolution of Venezuela From the 1950s to the Present Day



?Maddie, only 4 days left!? 

?Maddie, your response is 
critical.?  

?It?s not too late, Maddie!? 

?Maddie, there?s still time...if you 
act fast!?

?See why talented students like 
you, Maddie, choose us.?

?Today?s the day, Maddie!?
These are the subject lines of the emails 
that flood my inbox everyday. This 
phenomenon of colleges sending out 
promotional emails weekly, if not daily, 
to try to get students to apply is one that 
is familiar to high school juniors and 
seniors across America. Every day, I get 
emails from colleges, sometimes 
numbering more than 10, most of which 
I?ve never heard of and am not 
considering applying to. 

It?s ironic that colleges work so hard to 
sell themselves to high school students, 
because the entire college process is 
high school students selling themselves 
to colleges. And their emails aren?t even 
very successful at the whole selling 
thing. 

If a college uses my name in the first 
line of an email, I might feel important. 
But as I keep reading, I realize this email 
- and all the rest of them - were quite 
obviously written for a mass audience. 
Then I think about the 3.6 million 
American students graduating high 
school this spring, and the hundreds of 
thousands of them that probably 
received the very same email. At this 
point, I don?t feel so special anymore. 
And I?m certainly not convinced I ?must 
come visit? so I can ?imagine the 
future.? I can ?imagine the future? from 
the comfort of my own room, thank you 
very much. 

One of my favorite emails from the past 
two years had a subject of ?You?re 
adventure is waiting? ,? with, yes, the 
wrong form of your. I won?t expose the 

college, but if I could give them one 
piece of advice, it would be to get a 
proofreader. I wasn?t exactly planning 
on applying before I got the email, but 
after knowing they didn?t understand a 
basic grammar rule that an elementary 
school kid could probably teach them, I 
definitely didn?t want to go there. 

Other great emails are the ones that say 
they?re from a specific person?s name, 
rather than the name of the college or 
university. I?ve gotten a few of those, and 
thinking it may pertain to one of my 
actual applications, I?ve opened the 
email and started to read, until I realize, 
oh wait, nope, it?s just another college 
trying to market themselves to me. 

These emails are in addition to the 
mountains of snail mail that come to my 
house. Every time I go home for a break 
or long weekend, there?s a new pile of 
college mail waiting for me. They all 
boast the same things they do in their 
emails, like ?The pursuit of better begins 
here? and ?You?ll be studying alongside 
some of the brightest, most motivated 
students in the world.? 

The best part of this whole thing is I 
only signed up for promotional emails 
from a few colleges I was legitimately 
interested in. The majority of the emails 
I get are from colleges I?ve never heard 
of, colleges who acquire the email 
addresses and mailing addresses of 
prospective students through the 
College Board and the ACT. 

I think someone should tell colleges that 
no one actually reads their emails or 
looks at their mailings. Well, I did the 
first few times I got an email or a 
brochure, but by the 47th ?You?ll love it 
here, Maddie!,? it?s a little excessive. 

Maybe if colleges stopped spending so 
much money putting together mailing 
packets and sending them out, as well as 
acquiring our email addresses after we 
take the ACT or SAT, they wouldn?t 
have to make their tuition so high, and I 
could actually afford to go to their 
school.

An Open Letter to College Admissions Teams
      by Maddie Aitken '19

Breaking Up with Criminal Minds
by Rain Ji '19 

On January 10, 2019, I sat at my 
desk ready to start some 
homework. Pulling out my phone, 
I opened Instagram to check if 
anyone has posted anything new. 
My heart sank the moment I saw 
the account ?crimmindscbs? 
posted a picture with a caption 
that said ?Season 15 will be our 
epic final season.? So here I am, 
writing Criminal Minds a 
break-up letter that I never 
wanted to write. 

Dear Criminal Minds, 

I?m not sure what to say. I?m sad. I?m 
wrecked inside. I?m shocked by the fact 
that you are leaving. Watching you 
before I go to bed has become part of 
my routine. Every night the familiar 
intro music brings me to different states 
to solve crimes with the Behavioral 
Analysis Unit (BAU).   

The hard part is forgetting all the 
memories we share. We met on a 
beautiful fall night. I sat in the living 
room, confused by the bizarre nature of 
the story that you told. I was 8, too 
young to understand your 
sophistication. But I think with the help 
of my mom, we started seeing each 
other more regularly.
It was a long time before I began to 

truly appreciate your beauty. I didn?t fall 
in love with you until many years later. 
Language used to be a barrier between 
us. I couldn?t understand you very well 
without the help of others. But for you, I 
learned English. I wouldn?t have done 
that for anyone else. As we met more 
often, we began to communicate better. 
Even though you speak obscure English 
vocabs, such as ?forensic 
countermeasure? or ?septicaemia,? I 
began to understand you more. Your 
stories are amazing no matter how 
many years have passed, and I always 
feel a chill run down my spine 
whenever a member of the BAU is in 
danger. 

We?ve cried together: when Spencer 
Reid was caught and thrown in prison, 
when Aaron Hotchner entered WITSEC 

and when Emily Prentiss was demoted 
from Unit Chief position. We?ve 
laughed together: when David Rossi 
returned to BAU, when Penelope Garcia 
met Kevin Lynch, or when Derek 
Morgan finally found his love of life. 

I will miss you terribly. I want to scream 
at you and tell you how much I want 
you to come back to me. But I know 
that nothing will change your mind 
about leaving. It?ll take time but I?m sure 
that as time passes, I?ll find others. In 
fact, I?ve already been seeing someone.

Love you always,

Rain Ji

I LLUSTRATI ON courtesy of Jasmine Tian '19.

McMann, Badger, Balben, Gritti to Start Band,"Founding Fathers of Funk"
by Sam Johnson '19 

Hold onto your hats ladies and 
gentlemen, because there is something 
big coming to The Gunnery, and it?s 
coming to you in the form of Craig 
Badger, Bartholomew McMann, James 
Balben, and Steve Gritti in what some 
are calling the greatest thing to come to 
music since, well, anything, I guess. 

The Founding Fathers of Funk, or 
FFOF, have certainly carved themselves 
into their own Mount Rushmore of 
musical success. They?ve established 
themselves as the first history funk rock 

group to emerge onto the scene since 
the beginning of time. 

The band consists of Craig Badger on 
drums, Steve Gritti on bass, James 
Balben on guitar, and Bart McMann on 
lead vocals. They?ve released a number 
of singles in the past six months, 
including ?My Love for You is Like the 
Eighteen Hundreds? European 
Colonization of Africa? (Mono 
Version), or ?The Ballad of Bunker 
Hill.?

We spoke to the members personally to 

see what they thought about their rise 
to fame, and what it?s like to work with 
one another. ?We?ve been teachers 
together for years, and we jam together 
everyday in McMann?s basement,? James 
Balben said, ?But ever since he had his 
kid, we?ve had to start practicing in the 
stairwell of the science building. It?s a bit 
of a pain, but the acoustics are 
excellent.?
?We have no plans to stop making 
music anytime soon, and you should be 
expecting a full length album by the end 
of 2019,? stated Bart McMann, ?That is, 

if Badger can keep a beat for that long!? 
Ouch. 

Well, we are certainly loving the music 
that The Founding Fathers of Funk have 
given us so far, and look forward to 
hearing what they come up with in the 
future! 


